proved in papers [2], [9] that, for any real funotion, the set of points at which there is an infinite derivative is of type P(J5, whereas the set of points at whioh there is neither finite nor infinite derivative is of type G5(J. In paper [5] Luzin showed that the set of points at whioh there is an infinite derivative is of measure zero.
X n * n 0
In the above expression, by the continuity of the function 93, the numerator tends to 1, and so we have
Modifying the constraotion of the function f, given in the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain analogous theorems for the sets {x t f^(x) «-00}, {x t fj,(x) • +»} and {x tf^(x) •-«>}, On the basis of Theorem 3 and the above remark, one a an give an example of a function f for whioh the sets |x « f^(x) • +»} and { x 1 f_(x) --»} are non-Bore 1.
The following definition was introduced by Z, Zahorski in paper [9] « Definition 1. By the point of type A of a function f we mean a point x such that on one side of x there is an infinite derivative, and on the other -the Dini derivatives of the function f are equal to + °° and -«,.
We denote by A f the set of points of type ^ for the function f. Besides, we shall introduoe the following notations:
E -the set of points at whioh there is none of the one-sided derivatives of the function f, finite, E* -the set of points at which there is none .of the one-sided derivatives of the functions f, either finite or infinite.
At present, we shall show a relationship between the question of determining the Borel type of the set A f and the analogous problem for the sets E(+oo) and E*.
For the purpose, we shall prove the following Lemma
3.
For any finite function f, the following sets are at most oountablet
Proof. The proof will be carried out for the first set. For the remaining ones, it runs analogously. Denote the set we examine by A. Let x Q e A. Sinoe f + (* 0 ) •
• therefore, for any sequenoe {x n } such that x fl > x Q and x n -x 0 , we have lin f(x n )£ f(z Q ). If, for any sequenoe {x fl } such that x fl > x ft -^00 and x n -«-x 0 , the equality lim f(x n ) -f(* 0 ) held, the point Then
and thus, by the properties of the funotion cp, f""(*0) is finite.
We shall now examine the right-hand differentiability of the funotion f. Let xfte As previously, taking a sequence xfl 6 A1, this time right-hand convergent to x0, we get
and this implies that
Ve have thus found that f + (xQ) « + «.
Let now xQ 4 G l i* is a sequenoe right-hand oonrergent to xQ. Ve then obtain
and so, by the continuity of <p,
Let xQe G\ A^. Consider a sequence right-hand convergent to x Q , suoh that x n 4 A^. Then f(x n ) -f(x Q ) 9 lx n ) -9 {x 0 ) + 1 no no
Let as take a sequenoe x fl e G converging, of course, to x 0 from the right, Ve get
s -oo n-oo n o which means that f + (x 0 ) « -oo. Let x q^G . Taking a sequenoe x fi e A 1 right-hand convergent to x Q , we obtain
and hence, The sets E( + °°) and A are Borel. Henoe it appears that A f nu f is Borel. We know that A f -(A f n cf) U (A f n D f ). By Lemma 2 as well as the lemmas from papers [2] or [10] , the set A^fic^. is Borel. Consequently, the set A^ is Borel.
We shall prove that (b)=>(a). Sinoe the setA f is Borel, therefore the setA^flDj is Borel. Henoe it follows at onoe that E( + oo) is Borel as the union of a set of type F ff< 5 and the Borel set A f fl D f . We have thus shown that (a)<«>(b). Corollary 1. If, for a real funotion f, the set B* is non-Borel, then non-Borel is either of the sets B( + oo) and A f .
Proof* Suppose that one of the sets E( + oo) and A^ is Borel. In virtue of the preceding theorem, Borel is the set B( + °°). Sinoe B* « B\B(+°o) and Ee6 i5 , therefore the set B* is Borel. The contradiction obtained ends the proof. Theorems 2 and 6 imply the following Corollary 2. For a funotion possessing an at most countable set of points of discontinuity, the sets B( + oo)e ijj.Tlj'eP and E*e G^. This theorem implies the existence of a function f for which the sets E(+«>and E*are Borel, but they belong to a class higher than and G<j<;.
Denoting by F^ and Ga (cx<Q) the olasses of Borel sets generated from the families of olosed and open sets, respectively, we oan, analogously to Theorem 6 and Corollary 1, prove the assertionst If f is a real function and 2<a<Q, then« If E* is not of alass F a (resp. G^), then neither of the sets £( + <*>) and Aj. is of this class.
Analysing the proof of Theorem 3, we can observe that the following assertion is truei There exists a real function f for whioh the sets fi(+ oo) = E-(-oo)UE-( + ~) and E* = jx : f^_(x) does not exist} are non-Bore1.
